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Phrasal verbs 

10th: 

1. Get on   = perform or make progress in a specified way 

2. Give in   = admit defeat 

3. Stand out  = to be very noticeable 

4. Lay by   = a place at the side of a road where a vehicle can stop for a short time  

without interrupting other traffic. 

5. Give up   = admit defeat 

6. Lay over  = a period of rest or waiting before a further stage in a journey 

7. Get back  =return 

8. Stand offish  = unfriendly, distant and cold in manner 

9. Stand back  =to move away from something 

11th 

1. cordoned off  =to prevent people from getting into an area by putting a line of people  

    or objects around or in front of it 

2. emanated from  = to flow out, or proceed, come forth 

3. fight back against  = to resist an attack 

4. put up with   = tolerate 

5. quarrel with   = oppose 

6. hang around   = move with no aim 

7. broke out   = started suddenly 

8. tore up    = flatten, knock down 

9. push forward   = oppose action, belief 

10. ran into    = solicitation, approach for conversation 

11. Eat out    = criticize hatefully 

12. Cope with   = go up against in contest 

13. Figure out   = examine and determine 

14. Counting on   = depend on, rely 

15.  argue into   = flatter, attempt to coax 

16.  hunt down   = search out 

17. melt away   = wither, dwindle 

18. cave in    = agree or consent 

19.  nose around  = look, search for 

20. engage in   = devote effort to something 

21.  pile on   = go to extremes, carry too far 

22.  hand down   = pass along 

23.  revert to   =  return to 

12th 
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1. Take over   = assume charge 

2. Take off   = left the ground 

3. Went about   = did as a routine 

4. Went on  = continued without changing 

5. Went out   =stopped, ended or was  not in existence 

6. Break in   = break and enter 

7. Break out   = begin suddenly 

8. Break off   = become detached/ separated 

9. Break up   = come to an end, terminate 

10. Keep away   = stay away 

11. Keep up   = compete with, keep pace with 

12. Keep on   = continue to do something 

13. Keep off   = stay away from, not go near 

14. Call upon   = pay a visit to someone 

15. Call up    = ring up, an order to report for military service 

16. Call off   = to recall, to cancel, with call 

17. Call for    = to shout out in order to summon ( a person) 

18. Look out   = watch out 

19. Look over   = to scan- read and check for errors 

20. Look after   = to watch, to protect 

21. Look into  = to investigate, explore or consider 

22. Cut in    = to intrude or interrupt 

23. Cut off    = to remove via cutting, to isolate 

24. Cut short   = interrupt and curtail before the planned end time 

25. Cut up    =  to cut into smaller pieces, parts or sections, move in front of another  

vehicle 

26. Pick on    = to bully, harass or make fun of a victim 

27. Pick up    = to lift, to grasp and raise 

28. Pick over   = to examine group of thing carefully in order to choose the ones you  

want 

29. Pick out    = to remove by picking, to select, to detect using one’s senses 

30. Wait around   = to stay in a place and do nothing while you wait for someone to arrive  

or something to happen 

31. Wait behind   = to stay in a place after all the other people have left 

32. Wait on   = to wait for 

33. Wait up   = to wait, to stay awake waiting for somebody to return 

34. Pull up    = lift upwards or vertically 

35. Pull back   = to retreat, to pull in a backward direction 

36. Pull on    = to manage or deal with a situation 

37. Pull through   =to come through pain and trouble through perseverance 

38. See over   = to inspect something fully 
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39. See through   = to find something to be visually transparent 

40. See to    = to take care of, to effect 

41. See about   = attend to or deal with 

42. Stand by   = to wait in expectation of some event, to make ready 

43. Stand in for   = to replace, to act as a double or substitute for 

44. Stand out   =  to be obvious or conspicuous, in contrast to one’s surroundings 

45. Stand up   = to rise from a lying or sitting position 


